Written Statement: 35th Session of the UNHRC, 6-23 June 2017

Illegal Israel’s Policies in oPt Amount to Colonization
1. On the commemoration of the 50-year anniversary of Israel’s occupation of Palestinian territory, BADIL
calls upon the international community to explore the illegal policies of Israel as an occupying power,
which amount to colonization of the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt), and the corresponding
obligations of states.
2. 1967 marks not only Israel’s conquest of Palestinian lands, population centers and natural resources by
force, but also population transfer,1 the displacement of more than 400,000 Palestinian refugees (today
numbering 1.1 million), and the commencement of both the transfer of Jewish settlers/colonizers into
occupied territory by Israel as well as the continuous dispossession of Palestinian residents across the
oPt.
3. Over the past 50 years, under the guise of a belligerent occupation, Israel has relentlessly implemented
and expanded its colonial regime of institutionalized material discrimination throughout the oPt. These
policies and practices have resulted in the forcible internal displacement of over 330,000 Palestinians
and the illegal transfer of over 590,000 Israeli colonizers into the oPt.

Colonization
4. Colonization is defined as a practice whereby the acts of a State have the cumulative outcome of
annexing or unlawfully retaining control over territory, and thus, permanently denying selfdetermination to its indigenous population.2 The practice of colonization in the oPt can be identified
through three main policies that are completely prohibited and amount to grave breaches, crimes
against humanity and/or war crimes, as well as breaches of peremptory norms under international law.
These policies of sovereignty change, demographic manipulation, coercion, apartheid, suppression and
fragmentation are not mere violations of the laws of occupation, but aim at permanently changing the
status of the oPt and erasure of Palestine as pillars of the Israeli colonial regime. Israeli colonization is
fundamentally contrary to core values of the international legal order, and triggers obligations on thirdparty states.
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Changing Sovereignty
5. In addition to changing many laws in place in oPt before 1967 in contravention of international law,3
Israel is changing the sovereignty of the oPt by illegally imposing its own legal system in East Jerusalem
in order to annex the territory. In the rest of the West Bank, Israel has imposed a two-tier system,
whereby Israeli civil laws are extraterritorially applied to Jewish-Israeli colonizers (settlers), while
Palestinians are subjected to military rule. This legal subjugation imposes a clear discriminatory regime
favoring Jewish-Israeli colonizers and is a constant denial of the right to self-determination of the
Palestinian people.4
6. On 6 February 2017, the Israeli Knesset passed the ‘Regularization Law’, legalizing around 4,000 housing
units in 53 colonial outposts built on private Palestinian land on the oPt.5 The Israeli Government
Minister claimed the bill is “[t]he first step towards complete regulation, namely, applying Israeli
sovereignty over Judea and Samaria6.”7 This law retroactively legalizes any colonial outposts built on
private Palestinian land under Israeli law, effectively allowing the illegal expropriation of private
Palestinian lands and cementing colonization within the Israeli judicial system.
7. The “extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried
out unlawfully and wantonly” is a grave breach under the Fourth Geneva Convention,8 and is also
considered a war crime under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).9 Israeli
practices also directly contravene UN Security Council Resolutions 465 of March 1980 and 2334 of
December 2016, which reaffirmed the illegality of Israeli colonies and the corresponding obligation of all
states to engage in effective countermeasures.10

Changing the Demographic Composition
8. Israel has been forcibly transferring the occupied population, and transferring civilians into occupied
territory in order to alter the demographic composition of the oPt, including Jerusalem, since 1967. Both
practices constitute grave breaches of the Fourth Geneva Convention, and a crime against humanity
and/or war crime under Articles 7 and 8, respectively, of the Rome Statute of the ICC.
9. Israel, the occupying power, has illegally established, backed, and/or supported the construction of 246
colonies11 including 100 outposts in the oPt.12 These colonies and outposts host around 590,000 Israeli
colonizers, a number that has doubled in the last 20 years, and is expected to keep increasing.13
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10. The existence of colonies and their associated regime is inextricably connected to the forcible transfer of
Palestinians. The denial of use and access to and illegal confiscation of Palestinian land, essential steps in
colony building, often lead to the direct forcible transfer of Palestinians via forced evictions.
11. In other cases, the denial of use and access to land results in the loss of livelihood, denial of freedom of
movement and impeded access to essential services. This coercive environment derived from colony
creation and/or expansion puts pressure on Palestinians to leave their homes. This involuntary
displacement due to a coercive environment, when taking place without grounds permitted under
international law, also constitutes the serious crime of population transfer.14

Coercion, Suppression and Fragmentation
12. A coercive environment does not only result from the physical establishment of colonies, but also from
their associated regime of security zones, physical barriers and colonizers-only roads.
13. The presence of colonizers is often accompanied with physical and/or verbal attacks and harassment
against Palestinians and destruction of their properties. As of 1 May 2017, settlers have perpetrated 46
violent incidents against the Palestinian people in the oPt.15
14. To facilitate implementing policies of colonization, including population transfer, Israel also has
developed a system of control and suppression of Palestinians in the oPt. By suppressing Palestinian
resistance through excessive use of force, unlawful killings, collective punishment, widespread arrests
and other measures, Israel seeks to break Palestinian society’s resistence to the implementation of
Israel’s colonization.
15. The infrastructure related to colonies and population transfer also results in fragmentation of the
Palestinian people and their communities. Colonies across the West Bank are connected to Israel
through settler-only roads built on Palestinian land. The creation of these roads does not only involve
confiscation and denial of use of land for Palestinians, but also impedes the freedom of movement of
Palestinians. They often divide and seclude Palestinian communities from one another, prohibiting them
from reaching essential services such as education or healthcare, or to access work and sources of
livelihood and subsistence. The denial of Palestinian’s movement between the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank has rendered these two areas completely isolated from each other, and from Palestinians inside
Israel. The construction of the Annexation and Separation Wall and its associated closure system,
separating East Jerusalem from the rest of the West Bank, also has intensified the fragmentation. The
division of the West Bank into Areas A, B and C during the Oslo Accords and its associated system of
military checkpoints perpetuate this fragmentation as well.

Conclusion and Recommendations
16. Israeli practices pertaining to the oPt and its Palestinian population cannot be regarded merely as a
‘military occupation.’ Objective consideration of these actions reveals an Israeli policy of territorial
annexation and colonization. The reality on the ground reflects a drastic alteration of the demographic
composition of a territory by way of removal of one ethnic group, replaced with a privileged other – as
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illustrated by the increase on the number of colonizers over the past two decades, leading to spatial
domination of land and, finally, the permanent annexation of that territory.
17. In both their temporal duration and their systematic assault on a whole host of Palestinian rights—not
least that of which is self-determination—Israeli actions are of a nature that renders such terminology
inadequate. The UNHRC should address the situation in the oPt as one of colonization and assume a
proactive role in urging other UN organs and agencies to adopt this same language and suitable
analytical approach in their consideration of Israeli actions inside the oPt.
18. To address the situation in the oPt as one of colonization is not only a matter of terminology, but a
decision with legal and practical consequences for third parties. Belligerent occupation does not
accurately reflect the ongoing Israeli policies and, thus, it is more appropriate to adopt accurate and
legally grounded terminology and apply the analytical lenses of population transfer and colonialism
when reviewing Israeli actions affecting the oPt. This clarification also would emphasize the need for
more concerted efforts from third-party states to put an end to this illegal situation and implement the
rights of the Palestinian people.16
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